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It has never been easier to save energy: simply replace your uncontrolled, standard heating pumps with Wilo high-efficiency pumps. 
The installation process is quick and simple thanks to the patented red-button operation. And the results really do make a substan-
tial difference: A reduction in power consumption of up to 90 %, when compared to the former, uncontrolled, standard heating 
pumps, noticeably reduces electricity costs. Year after year. And the environment also reaps huge benefits ñ just like you! 
For more information regarding savings potential, go to www.wilo.ie/he
APPLIES TO
EUROPEAN
DIRECTIVE
FOR ENERGY
RELATED
PRODUCTS
Up to 90 % less power consumption. 
How you can make money-saving changes instantly 
with the pioneer of high-efficiency.
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Please Minister … 
let the industry help!
Despite a number of high-profile liquidations in recentmonths, the underlying spirit within building services is one of determination and commitment to make 
the most of whatever opportunities arise.
This is very much evident from the contents of this issue of
bs news which detail the emergence of yet another proactive
industry body, the Heat Pump Association of Ireland, and 
the continuing inroads being made by the Association of
Plumbing & Heating Contractors of Ireland.
The number and diversity of new product launches is 
quite staggering, while promotional roadshows and new
company appointments to support these initiatives have 
also taken place.
There is a new-found sense of unity and common 
purpose across all industry sectors, and a willingness on 
the part of market competitors to cooperate on matters of
collective interest.
What’s needed now is for Government Departments and
agencies to recognise the emergence of an all-industry voice,
and to agree to face-to-face representation to devise a
strategy for survival and growth. 
To date, Minister Rabbitte in particular has rolled out so-
called job-creating initiatives related to renewables which,
however well intentioned, are flawed and will never deliver 
the desired objectives. 
Please Minister, listen to the industry. It has its finger on 
the pulse. By working together, your objectives of CO2 and
energy use reductions, in addition to job creation and job
security, will be realised.  
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Worcester Bosch
concluded a very
successful nationwide tour
of the country recently
with a major event at
Croke Park. 
Approximately 100
installers attended on 
the evening to view the
displays, hear technical
presentations, and
engage in one-to-one
sessions with sales and
technical support
personnel from the
company.
The capacity attendance
also took advantage of the
occasion to network and
share information on
broader issues affecting
the industry.
As always, Ray McClay
and her colleagues were
excellent hosts and the
massive spread of food
and refreshments also
went down a treat.
BITAG-Single Use is the new
pre-programmed temperature
recorder for single use
applications from Carel Ireland.
Designed for measuring
temperature during the
distribution and/or storage of
food product in the meat, 
retail, chemical,
pharmaceutical, medicine,
blood product and vaccine
industries, the internal sensor
accurately records time and
temperatures for user-
selectable readings 
in Celsius or Fahrenheit.
The  ITAG data logger is a
unique temperature monitoring
and data recording system
offering simplicity of use,
coupled with fully-accredited
CNAS certification to ensure
peace of mind for the operator/
user. The ease of use and
non-intrusive nature make it
especially suitable for areas
where it is difficult or impossible
to install traditional wired or
wireless monitoring systems.
Roughly the size of a
standard credit card, the 
ITAG datalogger has a built-in
USB key system which
transfers stored data directly
onto the ITAG software. It is
supplied as standard with 
IP67 protection and water-
proof packaging.
Contact: Dave Killalea or
Leslie Mason, Carel Ireand.
Tel: 01 - 835 3745; 
email: sales@carel.ie 
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Worcester Bosch scores
at Croke Park
Ollie Fahy 
joins Lindab 
Ollie Fahy has been
appointed Lindab Regional
Sales Manager with
responsibility for the
western seaboard region 
of the country. Ollie has a
degree in business studies
and has worked in various
sectors of the construction
industry for more than a
decade.
Over the last five years
he has worked extensively
in building services and,
more specifically, in
ventilation with one of 
the leading companies 
in the sector.
Ollie is widely known
throughout the industry 
and the western region in
particular, having spent
almost 10 years (1994 to
2004) as a senior Galway
inter-county hurler.
ITAG-single use
temperature
recorder 
Heat Pump Association    
Further to an initial exploratory meeting held earlier this year to discuss the possible formation a
heat pump manufacturers representative body, the Heat Pump Association of Ireland has now
been formally constituted.
Virtually all the manufacturers and primary distributors of heat pumps
in Ireland were represented at the first meeting and all agreed to proceed
with the initiative.
From the outset it was decided to establish a properly-constituted 
legal entity and the Association has now been duly registered as a 
not-for-profit company limited by guarantee.
A number of sub-committees have been set up and they are now
working on key strategic issues affecting the heat pump sector in Ireland. They include everything
from technical matters through to liaison with other industry bodies, and representation to relevant
regulatory and Government bodies.
Full details will be announced shortly, including the unveiling of a dedicated website. 
In the meantime, enquiries can be directed to Pat Lehane at bs news. 
Tel: 01– 288 5001; email: pat@pressline.ie
Des Smyth, Technical Sales Manager Worcester Bosch
pictured with the then Dublin Lord Mayor Gerry Breen and
Andrew O’Neill, Head of Service, Scotland, Northern Ireland
and the Republic of Ireland.
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 Welcome Estía to your home! 
 Air-to-water Heat Pump System 
Heat Pump System
Air to water
8 kW 11/14 kW
Hot water cylinder
Outdoor unit
Hydro unit
*  11 kW model 
 World-leading energy effi  ciency –  COP of 4.66 * 
Comfortable heating and hot water supply
Versatile installation and operation
DC twin rotary compressor innovation
DC inverter technology
Ideal ecological and economical solution 
for your home or business
Hot water cylinder
Hydro unit
Outdoor unit
Tel: 01 286 4377 Email: info@gtphelan.ie www.gtphelan.ie
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New appointments at Hevac Group  
Barry Naughton has been appointed Business Development
Manager for Tube Company of Ireland Ltd and will be
responsible for the promotion and development of Tube
Company's product range in Ireland and the UK.  
Prior to joining Tube Company, Barry had been supplying into
the building services industry for eight years with a leading
company in the sector.  He has extensive experience working
closely with both mechanical contractors and consultant
engineers on many varied projects in Ireland and the UK.
Kevin Devine has been appointed Business Development
Manager for Origen Energy Ltd and Polytherm Heating 
Systems Ltd and will be responsible for the promotion and
development of Origen’s and Polytherm’s product range in
Ireland. Prior to joining Origen and Polytherm Kevin held the
position of Business Development Manager with another
leading player in the market. 
Kevin has extensive experience working closely with both
mechanical contractors, consulting engineers and merchants,
and has wide experience dealing with the full range of heating
and renewable products. These include solar thermal systems,
ground and air source heat pumps, wall hung gas condensing
boilers, floor and wall heating systems, and ancillary renewable
and heating equipment.
Dave Murphy
appointed
CEO of PM
Group  
Pat McGrath, the outgoing
CEO, will remain with the
Group as Deputy Chairman,
International Development,
where his focus will be on
international business
development as the
organisation continues its
expansion into new
geographies.
BIFM Ireland Region Conference
The 15th annual BBIFM Conference, sponsored by H&J
Facilities Management and Aramark Workplace Solutions,
will take place on Friday, 4 November 2011, at Belfast
Waterfront.
It will provide a wealth of information and advice for both
public and private sector professionals with a business
interest in facilities management. 
The conference will feature a wide mix of facilities
management and related exhibitors, along with key speakers
from across the UK and Ireland – including a presentation by
Eric Hepburn, Chief Operating Officer at Number 10 Downing
Street – who will provide delegates with a fascinating insight
into the day-to-day facilities management of the Prime
Minister’s headquarters. 
This year’s keynote speaker is Nuala McKeever who will
deal with team building and leadership. Other speakers
include Beth Goodyear, owner of FMHS Consulting and
former head of FM at Ascot Racecourse; Dawson Stelfox,
Chairman of the Consarc Group; and Stewart Kidd,
Managing Director at Loss Prevention Consultancy Ltd. 
Contact:www.bifm.org.uk/bifm/events/view/2100
Domestic installer
survey  
As part of his MSc in Strategic 
Management Cathal Breen, a 
chartered surveyor, is conducting a 
survey among installers to:
(1) Determine their attitude towards
current quality-assurance measures;
(2) To identify what other factors they
feel would improve competency within 
the plumbing and heating industry if 
introduced.
The primary part of the survey 
comprises a questionnaire that has 
been piloted by SEAI, OFTEC, Eaga 
and independent installers to verify its 
content. Comments and feedback have 
been taken on board and the final 
questionnaire is now fully representative
of issues that are currently being 
encountered by installers in the industry.
If you are willing to participate in 
this survey simply log on to:
http://kwiksurveys.com?u=
plumbingheatingsurvey or
contact: Cathal Breen. 
Tel: 087 – 904 7974
Barry Naughton
Kevin Devine
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At Mitsubishi Electric, it is our belief that 
in the near future, renewable energy-efficient 
solutions will become the norm for heating, 
cooling and ventilating commercial spaces. 
Our renewable technologies already deliver 
significant energy savings and financial benefits 
to customers throughout Ireland, and we will 
continue to develop market-leading products 
that reduce energy consumption and carbon  
footprint for buildings.
The Renewable Solutions Provider
Air Conditioning I  Commercial Heating   
Domestic Heating I  Photovoltaics
Welcome to a world...
www.mitsubishielectric.ie
Making a world 
of difference
…where renewable 
technologies are the 
way we do business.
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Improvements for the new range include
a re-designed compressor with a more
concentrated stator coil which delivers a 
4% increase in COP/EER (coefficient of
performance/energy efficiency ratio); and a
re-designed heat exchanger which provides
up to a 3% increase in heating/cooling
performance. The new models have also
been designed to provide better refrigerant
distribution through the heat exchanger,
resulting in an improved defrost cycle.
While improvements to the fixed load
nominal performance of the new City Multi
YJM have been made, the real advancement
can be found in the system’s seasonal
performance. 
This looks at how the system operates
more realistically over a season in heating
(SCOP) and a season in cooling (SEER).
These figures are commonly used as part of
the Part L Building Regulations national
calculation methodology to calculate how
much energy a system will use over a year
and the CO2 that the system produces. 
The better the seasonal performance, the
more reduction in CO2 the system can offer
over a notional building, therefore the more
likely the building is to pass the regulations
(as long as the rest of the building also
meets the relevant standards).  
A typical standard efficiency YJM system
with a nominal capacity of 28kW has a
seasonal energy efficiency ratio of 7.13, 14%
higher than that of the previous generation
YHM model. 
The seasonal coefficient of performance
of 4.94 has an even more impressive
increase over the current model of 25%.
Looking at this as an example with a 28kW
YJM system which requires 50,000kWh of
heating and cooling per annum, the system
would typically save 15% of the energy
which relates to 790kg of CO2 .
The new YJM range now has two modes 
of heating which can be selected – high
performance heating mode or COP priority
mode. High performance heating mode
ensures higher heating capacity at lower
ambient conditions. If heating capacity is
sufficient then COP priority mode can be
selected. The YJM range comes as standard
with high performance heating mode but has
the option of COP priority mode. These can
be selected and changed at any time via a
dip switch setting on the outdoor unit.
In addition to the high performance
heating function, the new YJM range offers
eight additional sizes from the previous
range, and also a new larger frame size XL
module available in some of the system
combinations. 
The new YJM range is available
immediately with SEER and SCOP data 
for all models available on request. 
Contact: Mitsubishi Electric Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 419 8800; 
email: sales@meir.mee.com  
Increased seasonal performance
with new City Multi VRF
bs news  July/August 2011
Mitsubishi Electric has launched a new range of City
Multi air conditioning units that not only offers a
higher seasonal efficiency, but can also maintain
higher heating capacities at low ambient temperatures,
making it ideal for Ireland’s climate.
An example 
from the new 
Mitsubishi 
Electric City 
Multi YJM range.
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Easy-to-install and 
hygienic – Boss Radiators 
are perfect solution for
Cavan Hospital 
Hospitals are unique environmentswith strict regulations that controleverything, including the
specification of heating systems. When
the Renal Dialysis and Psychiatric Units
at Cavan Hospital required new
radiators, leading supplier BSS Ireland
stepped in to provide the ideal solution.
BSS Ireland is the exclusive
distributor of BOSS RIOpanel Radiators
— a quality product which has been
designed for ease of installation. By
developing the range into a
comprehensive combination of heights,
depths and lengths, the BOSS RIOpanel
offers flexibility for any type of project.
The range also features the Aegis low
surface temperature model offering a
number of unique installation and
technical benefits, including anti-
bacterial paint which makes it safe for
areas in use by the general public and
clinical services.
BSS Ireland supplied BOSS RIOpanel
Type 10s and Type 20SLs to Cavan
Hospital, working in partnership with
contractor Hugh Gormley Ltd and
consultant Ethos Engineering. The
slimline appearance of the radiators
maximised the space in the busy
corridors and waiting rooms. With no
rear convector, BOSS RIOpanels
provided the additional advantage of
being easy to clean which will ultimately
prevent bacteria growth. These
concerns are top of
the agenda for
health boards and
being able to supply
a radiator with all of
these features has
provided an added-
value service to the
hospital.  
BSS Ireland has
a dedicated central
warehouse to
guarantee
availability and
customers can be
confident of
receiving the best
quality products
and service. For
more information on
BSS Ireland log on
to www.bssireland.ie or call the Dublin
branch at Tel: 01 — 416 5100, or the
Cork branch on Tel: 021 – 432 1588.
BSS Ireland is part of The BSS Group
Ltd, a market leading distributor to
specialist trades.  9
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Underfloor heating systems operateby means of embedded loops of pipeconnected via a heating manifold to
the flow and return sides of the heat source.
Each loop or circuit can be controlled and/or
isolated on both the flow and return.
The Systems are normally designed 
to operate at low water temperatures of
between 40°C and 50°C, and a temperature
drop of between 5°C and 10°C across the
system. They can therefore be used in
conjunction with condensing boilers and
heat pumps. 
Most systems today use non-ferrous
plastic pipe or composite pipes instead of
ferrous or copper material. By laying modern
polymer plastic pipe in continuous coils
without joints, it is possible to avoid many 
of the problems associated with systems 
in the past. Modern plastics do not 
corrode or attract scale and, in many 
cases are capable of outliving the useful 
life of the building.
The most common materials in use today
are PEX: cross-linked polyethylene; PP: 
co-polymer of polypropylene and PB:
polybutylene.
PEX/aluminium/PEX pipe, sometimes
known as “multi-layer ” or  “sandwich” pipe
— The inner and outer polyethylene pipes
prevent scaling and corrosion, the pipe is
100% oxygen-tight, and the butt-welded
aluminium ensures that this pipe is the only
full-strength alternative to copper. It gives
the installer the advantages of both metal
and plastic, but with the disadvantages 
of neither.
All pipes should ideally incorporate a
diffusion barrier, which can be either 
integral or applied to the outside of the 
pipe as a coating. The purpose of the 
barrier is to reduce the amount of oxygen
that can migrate through the pipe wall. 
Pipes without a diffusion barrier will pass
much higher rates of oxygen, thereby
providing highly-oxygenated water
circulation around the heating system. If 
the heating system is not fully protected 
by a corrosion inhibitor, then rapid corrosion
of any steel components within the heating
system can occur.
Better insulation standards in our 
buildings have meant that most floors are
now insulated as standard. This means 
that for most buildings the installation of the
underfloor heating will be no more difficult
than any other form of heating.
The human foot is a highly-effective
thermostat for the whole body. Research
shows that a temperature of 21°C on the
floor surface will give an ideal sensation of
comfort. International standards indicate 
that the comfortable range is between 19°C
and 29°C and, dependent upon the required
air temperature, floor heating systems
should stay within this band. 
BS EN 1264–3 also states that the floor
surface temperature should not be more
than 9°C above the room temperature for
most living areas or sedentary environments
This month’s “know the fundamentals” installment by
Damien Flynn concentrates on underfloor heating. As
always, the intention is to provide consultants and
installers with a comprehensive understanding of the
core issues, while also serving as a refresher course for
those who already have a strong grasp of the subject.
Underfloor heating  
10
Damien Flynn is a Senior
Project Engineer, working in
the Building Services
Engineering Group of Arup in
Dublin. He is an experienced
building services design
engineer, with 16 years
experience in commercial,
industrial and education
projects. Damien Holds 
a B Eng (Hons) degree in
Building Services Engineering
from Glasgow Caledonian
University and is currently
pursuing an Msc Degree in
Energy Management at DIT
Kevin Street. He has a keen
interest in building services
and energy matters and is 
a committee member of the
CIBSE Republic of Ireland
Branch.
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Residential & Commercial
Underfloor Heating Systems
Profile panel system with
11mm or 35mm insulation
Multilayer pipe system with staples
Pex Pipes 14mm 16mm & 20mm
Multilayer Pipes 16mm to 63mm
Oventrop Manifold & Regulator
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such as offices. Temperatures a
bove this are generally perceived as
“uncomfortable” to the human foot at
normal room temperatures of 18–22°C
and should be avoided. 
Temperatures up to 35°C are,
however, acceptable for specific areas
such as pool surrounds, changing
rooms, bathrooms and the first metre
of space adjacent to walls with high
fabric losses. This may occur where
there is extensive floor to ceiling
glazing where it is necessary to 
offset as much as possible the cold
downdraught that occurs.
Modern well-insulated buildings 
no longer need high-surface
temperatures in order to provide
sufficient output to meet the heat
losses of a typical building. Average
floor emissions of between 50W/m2
and 75W/m2 will often be more than
sufficient. Low-temperature floor
systems provide inherent, passive 
self-regulation. Floor temperatures
generally need only 3/5°C higher 
than room air. 
Any rise in air temperature due to
solar gain or increased occupancy
means the air will begin to approach
the floor temperature. As this
temperature difference decreases 
the heat emission from the floor
reduces. This process is rapid and
precise. Heat emission from the floor
will begin to decrease as soon as air
temperature rises. 
Given an air temperature of 20°C
and a floor temperature of 23°C, heat
emission from the floor will decrease
by about a third for each degree of
temperature that the air temperature
rises. A three degree rise in air
temperature will thus be sufficient 
to neutralise the system
A number of different approaches
may be applied to the control of water
temperature in underfloor heating
systems. One of the simplest is to
maintain a constant supply water
temperature from the boiler to the
system by means of a 3-port control
valve and mixing circuit. This type of
circuit works by mixing some of the
return water from the underfloor
heating with the hot water from the
boiler to maintain a fixed supply water
temperature
While this is satisfactory for small
buildings such as domestic housing,
heat demand for buildings is generally
a function of outdoor temperature.
Therefore, it is normal practice to
introduce a weather-compensation
control strategy, reducing the flow
temperature as the outside air
temperature falls.
One of the main advantages of using
outdoor temperature compensation is
the shorter reaction time, particularly
for systems installed in concrete floors.
The lower the water temperature is in
the system, the smaller the heat sink
effect of the floor and the quicker the
response, a disadvantage being the
possible rapid changes in the outside
air temperatures.
All in all underfloor has now come 
of age and is an excellent heating
solution provided it is properly
designed, correctly installed, and used
in appropriate applications (Table 1). 
Table 1
Building types suitable for application of underfloor heating
Housing Absence of radiators provides flexibility for furnishing; Slow 
response may be an issue if heating is occasionally required 
outside the main heating season
Nurseries and Warmer floors for young children; No need to place protective
playgroups enclosures around radiators; Reduced bacterial growth in floor 
finishes because of lower humidity.
Atriums Good comfort within the occupied zone (0 to 2m above floor); 
Reduced stratification compared to other forms of heating 
reduces energy losses; Areas with horizontal glazing may require 
supplementary heating to achieve sedentary comfort levels in 
peripheral areas with high loss.
Healthcare Uniform thermal conditions; No need to place
premises such protective enclosures around radiators, or
as hospitals, problems with cleaning behind radiators; 
day-care centres, Reduced bacterial growth in floor finishes.
sheltered housing
Museums and No local hot spots that may cause damage to
galleries exhibits; Lower air temperatures probably less harmful to exhibits;
Reduced convection currents reduce the spread of dust.
Leisure centres Increased safety due to dry floors; Reduced bacterial growth
and health clubs in floor finishes; Maximum use of wall space; Warmer floors 
(especially around appropriate for bare feet.
swimming pool
perimeters)
Changing rooms Increased safety due to dry floors; Reduced bacterial growth in 
floor finishes; Maximum use of wall space; Warmer floors 
appropriate for bare feet.
Source: BSRIA  Application BG 4/2011
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For renewable or conventional systems,
new build or renovations MYSON
tick all the boxes
Design radiators&
Towel WarmersPanel Radiators
Electric Heating
Fan Convectors
Ideal for renewable heat sources
Rapid response time
Valves & ControlsUnderfloor Heating
Whether you are planning a new build project, doing
renovation work or adding an extension, MYSON has
the optimum heating solution for you.
Choose MYSON and you can be confident that you
are using the highest quality products and receiving
the highest quality service available. 
Potterton Myson Ireland Ltd.
Tel: 01 459 0870  Fax: 01 459 0880  
Email: sales@potterton-myson.ie  www.potterton-myson.co.uk
Coming Soon! NEW iVECTOR - Intelligent Heating
Low water temperature = high outputs
Integral intelligent controls
Heating and cooling function
heatingthroughinnovation.
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There are three primary ranges within the ITT Lowara portfolio:
– Ecocirc energy efficient residential circulators;
– TLC reliable standard residential circulators;
– FLC wide-ranging flanged commercial circulators.
The Ecocirc circulator range sets new standards in
energy efficiency. It has a unique spherical motor design
with ECM (Electronic Commutated Motor) technology and
proportional head control. The motor ensures maximum
reliability and high efficiency at a low cost.
Another benefit of the Ecocirc range is the compact
design. With the terminal box axially integrated in the motor,
the physical space required for installation is minimised.
Benefits include
– Permanent alignment for silent running throughout its life;
– Robust spherical ceramic bearing for longer life and no 
blockages;
– A-class efficiency for better economy and environmental 
efficiency;
– Compact design to reduce space required for installation.
A microprocessor creates a rotating magnetic field with
variable frequency in the stator coils which turns the
permanent magnet rotor. Compared to an asynchronous
motor, no energy is wasted in creating a magnetic field in
the rotor. The result is a highly efficient circulator for use in
hydronic systems, heat pumps, air conditioners, solar
thermal systems and cooling loops in closed systems.
The standard TLC series has been designed for heating
and cooling systems requiring a screwed-connection, fixed-
speed circulator. In addition to residential heating and
sanitary applications, these threaded wet rotor circulators
also suit light commercial uses.
The top cover venting screw design enables rapid fill of
the circuit to achieve running conditions quickly, while giving
access to the motor shaft to make tackling any rotor
blockage simple. It is compact, with the terminal box axially
integrated in the motor to reduce the physical space needed
to install the pump.
Benefits include
– Ceramic shaft and bearings for reduced noise and 
increased comfort; 
– Class H insulation for long motor life;
– Simple bleed vent for rapid installation and maintenance;
– Compact design to reduce space required for installation.
The comprehensive FLC series of flanged-connection
circulators is designed for large commercial and industrial
systems. They are built with only three assemblies – the
stator, the rotor assembly and the pump casing. This
provides economical, technical and environmental
advantages by ensuring that the circulator is reliable, highly
efficient and low-maintenance.
Benefits include
– Twin pump available to increase efficiency and economy;
– Electronic versions that need no programming; 
– Comprehensive range to suit any application.
Contact: Lowara. Tel: 01 – 452 4444; email:
lowara.ireland@itt.com; www.lowara.ie 
ITT Lowara –
the ultimate 
in pump choice  
14
The wide range of
circulators from ITT offer
reliability, durability and
excellent energy
efficiency. No matter what
the application, there is a
competitive solution that
ensures optimum
performance and
compliance with all
regulatory requirements.
bs news  July/August 2011
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The extended preformed platerange can be used with a 17mm,as well as 14mm or 16mm pipe.
The pipe fixing burls are set at 60mm
centres to enable flexible pipe spacing
dimensions. The plates are suitable for
both spiral and serpentine laying
patterns.
The castellated fixing system
comprises an expanded polystyrene
base with raised burls designed to firmly
grip the Myson Floortec heating pipe.
Preformed plate is laid over the concrete
sub-floor and then covered with floor
screed. 
The underfloor range from Myson
complements the company’s complete
range of heat emitters, including
radiators, fan convectors and towel
warmers, a unique mix in the Irish
market.
Vincent Broderick, Sales Director 
of Potterton Myson Ireland said: “The
preformed plate underfloor heating
system provides a fast and effective
method of anchoring Myson Floortec
pipework that is suitable for single
person installation. 
“All that is needed to fix the pipe 
in place is light foot pressure in the
designed pattern. The design of the
burls ensures the pipe is securely
gripped, even in the most confined 
and complicated patterns.
“What makes this underfloor heating
offering special is not just the quality and
range of products, but the breadth of
service provided. The technical support
team conducts training programmes for
both installers and self-builders.
“Our customers and partners receive
advice, technical support, warranty,
logistics, training, design and on-site
support, as well as online support 
and information systems, and we are
delighted with this new addition via 
the underfloor range.”
Contact: Potterton Myson Ireland. 
Tel: 01 – 459 0870; 
email: post@ potterton-myson.ie; 
www. Potterton-myson.ie   
High-tech new spec
for Myson Floortec
bs news  July/August 2011
Myson, the first name in heating technology, has released a new
addition to its popular underfloor heating products range. Myson
Floortec offers underfloor heating to meet any requirement and
space, and the addition of the new preformed plate system adds
to the flexibility of the company’s range.
16
Benefits of Myson Floortec include a more natural and even distribution of heat and improved
energy efficiency.
Smart Start technology has now been
incorporated into the programmable room
thermostat.
Myson Floortec components are designed
for easy handling and quick installation.
Potterton page:Layout 1  01/08/2011  07:41  Page 1
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With indoor air quality now a primary factor when considering the design
of building services for commercial, industrial and residential buildings, the
importance of ventilation cannot be overstated. Indeed, recent changes to the
Building Regulations endorse this view and confirm the pivotal role ventilation
now plays in the successful operation of all buildings. It is against this
background that Lindab Ireland Ltd has emerged as Ireland’s largest supplier of
ventilation products to the HVAC sector. 
As one of 31 wholly-owned national subsidiaries of the global Lindab network
(see above left), Lindab Ireland has access to the massive product ranges,
research facilities and technical support resources this represents. The diversity
of the portfolio is enormous and includes:
• Air terminal devices • Fire/smoke dampers
• Volume control dampers • Spiral ducting and fittings
• Filtration • Domestic PVC ducting
• Whole house ventilation • Heat recovery ventilation
• Support systems • Attenuation products
• Fume extract fans • Radiant panels
• Chilled Beams
However, Lindab Ireland also has a wealth of in-house expertise with highly-
qualified personnel who bring their knowledge to bear on these resources to
provide engineered ventilation solutions across all building types.
Lindab Ireland understands the complex nature of ventilation and so, when
considering a project, liaises closely with the design engineer, contractor and
client (where appropriate) to ensure that the best, and most efficient, solution is
devised and successfully installed and commissioned.
With two branches – one in Dublin and one in Cork – Lindab Ireland provides
nationwide coverage, ensuring that sophisticated engineered ventilation
solutions are delivered with ease and simplicity.
18
Engineered ventilation solutions 
Robert Bray, Commercial Director with Chris Halligan, Sales Director;
Mick Sweeney, Regional Sales Director; and Patrick Boland, Managing
Director.
Lindab Group 
Lindab is an international group that
develops, manufactures, markets and
distributes products and system solutions
primarily in steel, for simplified
construction and improved indoor climate. 
The products are characterised by their
high-quality, ease of assembly, energy
efficiency, consideration towards the
environment, and are delivered with high
levels of service. Altogether, this increases
customer value.
The business is carried out within three
business areas:
Ventilation – Duct systems with
accessories, as well as solutions for
ventilation, heating and cooling for a
controlled indoor climate;
Building Components – Products and
systems in sheet steel for roof drainage,
roof and wall cladding, as well as steel
profiles for walls, roof and beam
constructions;
Building Systems – Pre-engineered steel
building systems. A complete building
solution comprising the outer shell with the
main structure, wall, roof and accessories.  
Lindab Safe 
Lindab Safe is a complete range of
circular ducts, fittings, silencers, 
t-pieces, etc, designed to provide a
cost-effective duct system that will
create a quieter, safer and cleaner
environment. It installs up to 25%
faster, reduces overall installation
costs, and is type-approved to
Tightness Class D.
Superior performance is achieved
through Lindab Safe’s patented
double-lipped gaskets that prevent
leakage. All of its components are
calibrated to the toughest tolerances
and only high-grade sheet metal is
utilised. Factory production and in-line
quality control make Lindab Safe the
most economical duct system in the
market.
In addition to industry, comfort and
residential applications, special
versions are available for demanding
environments such as hospitals,
cleanrooms, food and beverage.
Lindab Spread:Layout 1  31/07/2011  11:50  Page 1
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Project development and design software
Project Design Engineer Robert O’Connor is a qualified building services engineer who devises
ventilation system solutions using Lindab’s unique software design packages. He offers a large range of
intelligent and rational tools that help consultants and contractors develop optimal, reliable ventilation
solutions in the shortest possible time. The sophisticated tools at his disposal include the following:
LindQST – This is an advanced web tool that makes the selection of Lindab’s
air and waterborne products quick and simple. With LindQST all 
documentation is made available directly on the web so consultants and
contractors always have access to the latest documentation, installation
instructions and product images. 
CADvent – This is an object-oriented AutoCAD© application with a complete
toolbox for drafting, dimensioning, calculation, quantification and presentation
of complete HVAC installations. 
DIMcomfort – This is based on Lindab´s supply and exhaust air terminal
device range, and provides calculation and design of diffusers based on the
specified requirements.
Heating, cooling and ventilation products
David Lambert, Lindab Ireland Project Manager, brings a wealth of experience and technical know-
how to providing integrated building services solutions incorporating the various strenghts of the
Lindab portfolio.
Lindab offers two types of chilled beams, passive and active. Chilled beams are
an innovative alternative to indoor air ventilation. Lindab manufactures an
award winning product line of chilled beams that includes Lindab's unique
'Carat' beam which provides convective and radiant cooling, as well as 
heating for a quiet and draft-free ventilation system. Lindab's range of ‘Atrium’
radiant panels provide a lightweight, easily-installed solution to conventional
radiators, generally ceiling mounted. They allow valuable wall space to
be better utilised.
David Lambert, Lindab Ireland Project Manager
Vent-Axia continues to support Lindab as its Irish distributor. Celebrating its 75th year as an
influential and undisputed industry leader, Vent-Axia continues to set the standard with energy
efficient solutions for controlling the flow of fresh air, its temperature, humidity and cleanliness,
supplying high quality products and systems to the residential, commercial and industrial sectors.
The company is committed to a process of continuous development which by 2012 will ensure 
that all its products and systems fall under the Lo-Carbon™ umbrella.
Lindab Ireland Ltd
Unit 2B,  Youngline Industrial Estate, 
Nangor Road Business Park, Dublin 12 Tramore Road, Togher, Cork
Tel: 01 – 456 8200   Fax:  01 – 456 8210 Tel: 021 – 432 0203   Fax:  021 – 432 0210
Email: sales@lindab.ie   www.lindab.ie Email: cork@lindab.ie   www.lindab.ie
Robert O’Connor, BEng MIEI, Project Design Engineer
Lindab Spread:Layout 1  31/07/2011  11:50  Page 2
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Options from Daikin include low temperature units with
outputs from 6kW to 16kW, and high temperature units with
outputs from 11kW to 16kW. Knowledge, experience and
training are now leading to best practice guidelines in the
installation of heat pump systems in Ireland and Daikin is 
very much to the fore in promoting this approach.
Challenge of sizing heat pumps
Developments and improvements in the Building Regulations,
coupled with the provision of increased insulation values and
the demand for air-tightness in domestic houses, presents a
new challenge for heating system suppliers. Charged with the
task of sizing heat pumps, the options are as follows: undersize
and the heat pump will not meet peak demand; oversize and
the heat pump will not achieve best coefficient of performance
(COP).
Daikin, in conjunction with systems supply company
Unitherm Heating Systems, is working for the past two years
designing and supplying innovative heating system solutions. 
It is a partnership established to offer a more complete
engineered system solution with one company taking
responsibility to ensure a reliable and efficient system is installed.
Focus on heating system integration
This partnership will design and plan each heating system on
an individual basis, in consultation with all the stakeholders
such as the end-user, architect, BER consultant, heating
contractor, electrical contractor, etc. 
The complete system is sized and engineered to meet the
project specification. Full electrical and mechanical drawings
are provided by Unitherm to the electrical and mechanical
contractor. In addition, all Daikin heat pump units supplied by
Unitherm are commissioned after installation and simple,
straightforward instructions given to the end user.
Installer training
Unitherm Heating Systems, in co-operation with Daikin, has
developed a product-specific training course, encompassing
air-to-water heat pump technology. It also includes system
integration and controls, and is provided in the company’s
Galway and Dublin training centres.
Case studies
A collection of case studies which Unitherm and Daikin are 
in the process of developing, prove without doubt that, where
proper planning and understanding involving all the
stakeholders is put in place, significant savings can be
achieved. The results and findings from these case studies 
will be published at a later date.
Contact info@daikin.ie; info@uni-therm.net; www.daikin.ie;
www.uni-therm.ie   
Daikin, the internationally-renowned heat pump manufacturer, has been
operating in the Irish market for many years now, offering an impressive
range of inverter-driven air-to water heat pumps for domestic/residential
and commercial use. 
Critical to size heat pumps properly
Daikin Monobloc interface20
Daikin Altherma Monobloc
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Greenskies
solar water heating
Greensource air to
air heat pump
Greenskies solar
hot water cylinder
Greenfloor 
underfloor heating
Greenstore ground
source heat pumps
Greenstar gas- 
& oil-fired boilers
Greensource air to
water heat pumps
www.worcester-bosch.ie
Worcester.
The home of total system solutions.
Whatever your heating and hot water application, you’ll find
the complete system solution at Worcester.
To find out more, call 01494 0099 or visit our website.
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Engineered heating solutions 
bs news  July/August 2011
Initially involved in designing
underfloor heating systems for residential
and commercial projects, Unitherm soon
realised the necessity to be able to offer
integrated and total system solutions,
including complete controls packages. It 
is now renowned for supplying high-quality
products from European manufacturers
who have achieved the highest standards
and approvals such as Oventrop GmbH,
Fränkische, KaMo Systemtechnik,
Solartherm, Mitsubishi Electric etc.
The benefits of properly-controlled
underfloor heating systems are now well
recognised and widely accepted by
consultants, specifiers,
architects, heating
engineers and the
general public. The
Unitherm
underfloor
heating system
is based upon
German
technology
and
experiences over the last 35 years. The
system components are exported
worldwide and have achieved an enviable
list of over 100 approvals and
accreditations in most European
countries. A most important element in
underfloor heating systems is the controls
and Unitherm promotes Danfoss
thermostats due to their reliability. 
All Unitherm underfloor heating systems
are individually designed and supplied
with supporting mechanical and electrical
layout CAD drawings. The company’s
strength is in its ability to interface with the
electrical contractor as well as the heating
installer. A 10-year warranty is offered on
systems designed, supplied and installed
in accordance with BS EN 1264
Unitherm also offers a range of
innovative high-efficiency renewable heat
source solutions, such as geothermal heat
pumps from 6kW up to 26kW; Mitsubishi
and Daikin air-to-water heat pumps
ranging in outputs from 5kW up to 16kW;
Solartherm solar collector panels;
Evacuated solar tubes; Alpha condensing
gas boilers ranging from 12kW up to
115kW in both natural gas and LPG; Grant
condensing oil boilers, etc. 
Unitherm also provides a range of
WRAS-approved stainless steel single
coil, dual coil and triple coil cylinders from
200lts to 500lts, as well as a range of Eco-
combi multi-energy tanks with capacities
from 570lts to 2000lts, complete with 316L
stainless steel coils. These tanks can
combine heat pumps, solar panels and
solid fuel stoves or oil/gas boilers.
Unitherm has also designed and
supplied a number of district heating
projects including heating stations, heat
meters, data loggers, pre-insulated pipes,
as well as underfloor heating and controls. 
With offices in Dublin and Galway,
Unitherm Heating Systems has a team of
fully-trained engineers with many years
experience designing heating systems. At
its premises in Galway, Unitherm has an
SEAI-approved training facility with many
fully-working models of renewable energy
sources installed. The training courses
cover every facet of the renewable sector
and are run on a continuous basis
throughout the year.
Contact: Unitherm Dublin Office. 
Tel: 01– 610 9153; Fax: 01– 621 2939;
Galway Office. Tel: 091 – 380038; 
Fax: 091 – 380039: 
email: info@uni-therm.net; 
www.uni-therm.net 
Unitherm Heating
Systems is one of the
leading and most
innovative companies in
Ireland for designing and
supplying quality heating
and DHW systems
solutions using
renewable and high-
efficiency technologies. 
Solartherm solar panel.
Geothermal heat pump.
Eco-Combi
Multi-Energy
tank.
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Bad circulation? Lowara 
keeps supply flowing...
Fixed 3 speed domestic circulators
“A” rated domestic circulators
Secondary hot water circulators
Condensate removal pump units
No electrical grid usage solar pumps
Underfloor mixing modules
Drainage pumps
Packaged pump stations
Rainwater harvesting packages
Expansion vessels
OEM pumps
LOWARA UK Limited
Millwey Rise Industrial Estate, Axminster, Devon  EX13 5HU UK 
Tel:  01297 630820   Fax: 01297 630270   e-mail: lowarauk.domestic@itt.com   http://www.lowara.co.uk











If you need a healthy supply of high quality, 3-speed 
and highly efficient circulators, then look to Lowara. 
We always keep pumps in stock to ensure we can 
provide immediate UK delivery, throughout the year.
ITT Ireland
50 Broomhill Close, Airton Road, Tallaght, ublin 24
Tel: 01- 452 4444  email: lowara.ireland@itt.com  w w.lowara.ie
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The benefits do not stop there.Worcester’s Greenfloor underfloorheating package is low maintenance 
and in a modern, well-insulated home, acts 
as the primary heat emitter, replacing the need
for radiators completely and freeing up wall
space so there are no furniture restrictions.
Research shows that an even heat rising
from the floor, providing maximum warmth 
to the feet and cooler but comfortable
temperatures at head level, is favourable to 
the output of a traditional radiator system
where the maximum temperature is at 
height and floor level is coolest.
Heated floors act as efficient low-level
radiators, distributing heat energy evenly 
into each room, gradually warming the living
space through a combination of radiant 
energy and heat conduction. 
Ray McClay, Regional Sales Manager,
Worcester Bosch Group in Ireland, said:
“Underfloor heating is widely used in northern
Europe and in recent years has become more
popular in the UK and Ireland, both for new
builds and updating existing properties. The
addition of Greenfloor to our product range
allows us to deliver the complete heating
system, enabling installers to benefit from 
one point of contact for all working parts of a
home’s heating system, while homeowners 
can benefit from having their warranty with 
just one manufacturer.”
To operate effectively, Worcester’s
Greenfloor underfloor heating requires water
temperatures of around 45°C, which can be
reached and maintained using much lower
energy consumption than traditional radiators.
The package is a traditional primary water-filled
pipe system and has been designed to work in
tandem with the company’s existing range 
of heating solutions, including Worcester’s
Greenstar boilers, Greenstore ground source
heat pumps and Greensource air source 
heat pumps. 
Greenfloor can be installed with all types of
wet central heating systems. However, its
efficiency can be further boosted, particularly 
if it is combined with a condensing boiler or
other renewable source such as air source 
or ground source heat pumps.
The Greenfloor system benefits from a full
set of wired and wireless control options and
robust, durable stainless steel manifolds. It 
also utilises pre-insulated pipe positioning
panels for ease of installation and a flexible 
PE-Xc Pipe to protect against thermal ageing
and stress fracture.
Ray McClay added: “Because the entire floor
area is providing heat, the actual temperature
required to heat the floor area is much lower
than in a traditional radiator system. This is of
particular benefit to the condensing boiler or
heat pump serving the system and will
maximise the efficiency of the appliance. 
“One of the biggest selling points you should
be aware of when talking to your customers is
that homeowners can expect to see around a
5% saving on fuel bills when Greenfloor is 
used with an ‘A-rated’ condensing boiler, such
as our Greenstar range, when compared with 
a traditional radiator system. This goes up to
20% savings when installed with air source
heat pumps such as a Greensource air-to-air 
or air-to-water system, and 30% when used
with a ground source heat pump such as
Worcester’s Greenstore system.
“There are additional health benefits
available, as underfloor heating provides
radiant heat and doesn’t rely on convection 
like traditional radiators. Therefore, the 
amount of dust circulated will be considerably
less, providing cleaner air for the occupants
and reducing the risk of house mites and 
other allergens.”
The Greenfloor underfloor heating package
is the latest addition to Worcester’s range of
complete system solutions, allowing installers
greater flexibility in ensuring the needs of 
the homeowner are met.
For more information on any of Worcester’s
products visit www.worcester-bosch.co.uk or
call Tel: 01 - 494 0099.  
bs news  July/August 2011
Greenfloor underfloor heating delivers
the complete heating system   
This summer saw the
launch of Greenfloor, a
complete underfloor
heating package which
is the latest addition to
Worcester Bosch
Group’s market-leading
renewable heating
product portfolio.
Perhaps surprising to
some, underfloor
heating is suitable for
use right throughout a
home and with any
floor covering, from
tiles to carpet.
24
A contractor installing
Worcester Bosch
Greenfloor underfloor
heating.
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Toshiba Estia – the heating and
cooling system of the future
bs news  July/Auguat 2011
Following the EU commitment to reduce energy consumptionby 20% by 2020, energy waste from residential spaceheating and domestic hot water have been identified as key
reduction targets. Air-to-water heat pumps are considered a major
tool in this effort and are now classified as a renewable energy
technology.
It is against this background that the new Toshiba Estia air to
water heat pump range was developed. This is an all-in-one
system designed to deliver the right temperature for space
heating, for domestic sanitary hot water, and with the additional
advantage of offering air conditioning in the warmer seasons
(assuming fan coils are used).
Toshiba air to water heat pump systems can manage two
independent zones, enabling the delivery of water to diverse
emitters at different temperature levels up to 550C. This results in
greater energy savings while the use of the Toshiba high-efficiency
heat pump offers the additional bonus of long-term reliability.
Underpinning the performance and lifespan of the system is
Toshiba’s inverter technology which incorporates the new vector-
controlled, intelligent power drive unit which enables a wider
range of frequencies and voltages. In addition, the Toshiba twin
rotary compressor has a wide capacity range with an effective
system of power limitation which reduces power consumption.
Performance is further improved by the high-speed inverter circuit
which calculates and optimises the power supply to the compressor.
With its best in class COP (4.77/11kW model), the Toshiba Estia
air to water heat pump delivers more heating power with less
energy consumption, using high-quality components and materials
which contribute to overall savings in energy consumption. 
With the Toshiba advanced inverter, the system only delivers
the heating capacity required, thus consuming only the necessary
electricity.
The hot water temperature is also optimised depending on
external temperatures. During milder conditions the system
automatically produces lower water temperatures, anticipating
reduced heating demands internally. The same control logic
allows it to anticipate heating needs when external temperatures
drop. This overall temperature management gives the best
conditions of comfort.
Toshiba Estia heat pumps can be used in combination with
different types of emitters such as low-temperature radiators,
underfloor heating, or fan coils. It can also produce water at
different temperatures for several applications simultaneously. 
Estia has been designed to operate in the most challenging
Irish conditions and is capable of producing hot water with external
temperatures as low as -15oC. The system will continue to produce
hot water, even at higher external temperatures of up to 35oC.
Quick and easy to install, the hydro unit can be placed safely in
the most suitable place within the house. The compact outdoor
unit can be placed anywhere outside the house or on a balcony.
The intelligent Toshiba control balances the energy source in
the most efficient way. The remote controller is designed to be
simple, intuitive and easy to use with a capacity for two zones’
parameters to be controlled and displayed simultaneously. An
area is also dedicated to the domestic hot water management
settings and operations.
Estia is covered by a Toshiba 3-year warranty covering parts
with a labour allowance.
Contact: Derek Phelan, GT Phelan. Tel: 01 – 286 4377; 
email: derek@gtphelan.ie   www.gtphelan.ie   
Hot water temperatures range
Domestic hot 
water
Outdoor unit Hydro unit Domestic hot water tank
Mid temperature radiator
Fan coil unit
Floor heating
up to +55 °C
up to +55 °C
from +40 °C to +75 °C
up to +35/40°C
DOMESTIC HOT WATER SPACE HEATING
Estía represents breakthrough thinking in intelligent heat pump and
inverter technologies, by efficiently transferring ambient thermal heat
from outside air to heat water indoors.
25
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The new Directive, which became law in Ireland in May of 
this year, will govern the energy efficiency of all models sold after
1 January 2013, with the second stage of the regulation coming
into force in 2015.
Up to 90% saving potential can be found in building distribution
systems for heating and air-conditioning if high-efficiency pumps
with particularly low power consumption are used instead of
inefficient uncontrolled glandless circulation pumps. Older versions
of such uncontrolled pumps already installed on many systems
consume an extremely high amount of electrical power which
results in very high operating costs for end users throughout the
products’ entire life cycle. 
With the current Wilo-Stratos
and Wilo-Stratos Pico high-
efficiency pump series, Wilo offers
a comprehensive range of
products for various building
services requirements. Both series
are "ErP-ready", meaning that they
are future-proofed in respect of
new and impending legislation.
This is due to Wilo high-
efficiency pumps already having
extremely low power-consumption
values due to their advanced
electronic control and  innovative EC motor technology. These
electronically-controlled glandless circulating pumps, with relatively
maintenance-free frequency converters, automatically adjust their
power to the changing load requirements of the relevant systems.
This is especially true when the pumps operate in partial load
conditions, which can make up as much as 94% of the operating
time of a circulating pump, particularily on heating systems. 
A considerable reduction in power consumption can be
achieved under such operating conditions when compared with 
an uncontrolled pump. The EC motor technology (ECM) is the
most modern variant of the DC motor and is characterised by
particularly high energy efficiency. This allows the efficiency to 
be doubled in comparison to electronically-controlled pumps 
using conventional drives motors.
The Wilo-Stratos has set standards since its launch in 2001,
and the total Stratos series for heating and cooling circuits in
commercial properties has been continuously expanded and
optimised ever since. The Wilo-Stratos Pico high-efficiency pump,
introduced in 2009, is primarily designed as a heating pump for
residential applications, but can also be used in air-conditioning
applications. 
TÜV SÜD (German Technical Inspection Association South) 
calculated an  average annual 
power consumption of only
46.5 kWh for a typical  detached
house, when measured
against the standard 
measuring procedure of 
Euro Pump's voluntary 
agreement on energy 
efficiency class rating. With an energy saving potential of 90% in
comparison to uncontrolled standard pumps, the Pico only
consumes approximately half as much power as that required 
to meet the current top energy efficiency Class A. 
As a result of the EU regulation on glandless pumps, an energy
saving of 23 terawatt hours of power per year should be achieved
until 2020 for the EU as a whole. This corresponds to the power
generated by about six medium-sized coal-fired power stations, 
or a reduction in EU-wide CO2 emissions of about 11 million
tonnes per year. 
The full range is available through our Wilo’s very extensive
merchant network in Ireland.
Contact Wilo Engineering. Tel: 01– 426 0000; 061– 227566;
email: sales@wilo.ie; www.wilo.ie  26
Wilo-Stratos and Wilo-Stratos Pico – the latest additions to the Wilo Engineering portfolio
– not only meet the new EU regulations under the terms of the European Ecological
Design Directive, but also surpass the projected requirements coming down the line.
They are suitable for use in many different types of building services circulatory systems
and are ideally suited for use on underfloor heating where innovative design and energy
efficiency is usually a pre-requisite for the end user. 
Future-proof regulation
compliance with Wilo Stratos 
Wilo Stratos
Wilo
Stratos
Pico
July/August 2011
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Comfort at Dunbrody Visitor Centre far
cry from that of Dunbrody famine ship!   
bs news  July/August 2011
Thanks to the combined contribution of Ronan Meally of RMCE, climate control
specialists Hitachi, and installers Blanchfield Heating & Plumbing, the comfort
level at the Dunbrody Visitor Centre in New Ross is a far cry from that of the
famous famine ship from which it gets its name. 
Located immediately adjacent to where 
the Dunbrody is moored on the quays in New Ross, Co
Wexford, the visitor and interpretive centre is a purpose-
designed 1500sqm building which includes state-of-the art
Hitachi indoor climate controls. Whether intentional or not,
the experience of spending time in the interpretative centre
prior to doing the tour of the ship only serves to emphasise
still further the horrific indoor climate 
conditions voyagers had to endure.
The Dunbrody, berthed in New Ross, is a 458 tonne
three-masted reconstruction of the original Dunbrody, built
in Quebec in 1845 by Thomas Hamilton Oliver, an Irish
emigrant from Co Derry. It was primarily a cargo vessel 
but was fitted out with bunks and facilities for passengers
desperate to escape the harrowing famine conditions at
the time.
When commissioned to design the services for the
visitor centre Ronan Meally specified Hitachi’s new Set
Free 3-pipe FSXN for the restaurant section, display areas
and offices. In addition, he chose two Hitachi Yutaki air/water heat pumps for underfloor heating for the
downstairs shop area.
Ronan Meally worked very closely with installer
Blanchfield Heating & Plumbing and Fergus Daly 
of Hitachi Ireland to devise a solution that was
environmentally-friendly, was competitively priced to 
install, and was cost-effective to run. So far the 
installation is living up to all expectations.
Somewhat uniquely, a trainee manager from Hitachi in
Japan – who was on secondment to Hitachi Ireland from
her work experience placement in London – was also
involved as an observer on the project. Mai Horikawa,
Assistant Manager, Hitachi International Sales
Department, attended the final commissioning of 
the project which was conducted by Hitachi technical
engineer Martin O’Brien.
Contact: Fergus Daly, Ireland Area Sales Manager, 
Hitachi Europe. Tel: 01– 216 4406; 
email: Fergus.daly@hitachi-eu.com
www.hitachiaircon.com 
Mai Horikawa, Assistant Manager, Hitachi International Sales
Department with Fergus Daly, Ireland Area Sales Manager, Hitachi
Europe and Technical Engineer Martin O’Brien, pictured during the
services commissioning phase of the Dunbrody Visitor Centre project.
The Hitachi Set Free FSXN installed at the Dunbrody project. 27
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This wastage is the key reason behind an
amalgamation of three major HVAC companies –
Pneumatex, a specialist in pressurisation and
water quality; TA, the world-leading brand in
hydronic balancing solutions; and Heimeier, 
a leader in the manufacture of thermostatic 
controls. The result is TA Hydronics, a global
expert in hydronic distribution systems. 
As environmental issues become a key concern
among building developers, optimised systems
play an increasingly vital role in the goal for 
better energy efficiency and a more comfortable
indoor climate.
TA Hydronics offers knowledge, system
solutions and collaboration in three key areas:
• pressurisation and water quality; 
• balancing and control; 
• thermostatic control.  
Three hydronic conditions
TA Hydronics’ expertise on the three hydronic
conditions consists of the following: 
Condition 1 – requires that design flow must be
available at all terminals;
Condition 2 – relies on the minimum variance of
differential pressure; 
Condition 3 – needs the flow to be compatible at
the system interface.
In all of these conditions hydronic balancing is
an integral and necessary function in order to
make sure the system performs according to its 
design. 
Each year, a staggering
amount of energy is wasted 
in buildings through HVAC
systems throughout the 
world. Yet, as technology 
and innovation offers more
solutions than ever before,
the fact remains that the
majority of today’s buildings
are far less energy efficient
than they should be.
July/August 2011
Upcoming seminar
Various seminars on system fundamentals are held by TA Hydronics
on a regular basis, the next being at the Gresham Hotel in Dublin on
29 September 2011. The topic of “Thee Hydronic Conditions” as
detailed (right) will be looked into in more depth, while the presentation
will also provide attendees with an introduction to hydronic balancing
and how to identify faults in the system. 
To book your place on this forthcoming seminar, or for further
information, email TA Hydronics at: 
email: marketing.uk@tahydronics.com. 
You can also register online at www.tahydronics.co.uk.28
Minimise energy
waste with TA
Hydronics’ optimised
system solutions
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Massive turnout 
for Killeen Castle   
The very large turnout for the RACGS outing to Killeen Castle
were duly rewarded with the course living up to its championship
status – the Solheim Cup will be played there later this year – and
the weather also obliging with near-perfect playing conditions.
Sponsors Ryan Chilling Group were excellent “hosts” with on-
course refreshments, and the wonderful array of trophies presented
to the winners, a credit to their generosity. 
bs news  July/August 2011
R A C G S
Winners were as follows:
Overall Winner
Johnny Lynagh (15) 35pts.
Class 1
First: Liam Hoctor (7) 33pts; 
Second: Mick Clancy (14) 31pts;
Third: Vincent Barrett (12) 30pts.
Class 2
First: Billy Queally (17) 35pts; 
Second: Jack Elstead (18) 31pts;
Third: Pat Lowry (15) 30pts.
Front 9: Dave Killalea, 17pts. 
Back 9: John Ryan, 17pts.
Visitors
First: Mark Gray (18) 32pts; 
Second: Norbert Kellett (20) 31pts. 
Longest Drive: Mark Kiely. 
Nearest the Pin: Mark Gray. 
29
Find us on Facebook at building services news
www.facebook.com/pages/Building-Services-News-bs-news
bs news
Faces Up! 
Aware that many of our readers
now use Facebook on a daily
basis for both social and
business purposes, bs news has
joined your ranks to make it
easier for you to access articles
of particular interest. Each
month a mix of news stories and
feature-length articles from the
printed edition will be posted on
Facebook and we look forward
to hearing your views and
comments.
March/ April 2011b u i l d i n g  s e r v i c e s  n e w s
newss
CIBSE
Annual
Conference
SDAR
Awards
Presentation
Lighting – an
environment
worth saving?
The fundamentals
of heat pump
technology
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Pioneering Dublin housing project uses
high efficiency Sanyo ECO CO2 heat pumps 
bs news  July/August 2011
In what is believed to be one of the largest projects of its kind in Europe, high
efficiency heat pumps based on carbon dioxide as a refrigerant are being installed at
a Respond! housing project in Dublin. Respond! was established in 1982 and is
Ireland’s largest non-profit housing association.
Some 130 award-winning Sanyo ECO CO2 units are beinginstalled by Crystal Air Ltd of Clane, County Kildare,working in close collaboration with consultant Brendan
Keaveny of Keaveny Engineering Services Ltd.
The project includes the use of two Sanyo gas-powered heat
pump systems, electric VRF and Sanyo’s air processing fresh 
air heat recovery units.
The ECO CO2 units will provide low-cost, low-carbon heating
and hot water for the social housing apartments at Tallaght,
Dublin, which are designed to provide high-quality living
accommodation for traditional families, one parent families, 
the elderly, the homeless and disabled people.
The high efficiency ECO CO2 units were chosen to help the
project achieve the demanding energy efficiency standards required
for the building and the requirements of Part L of the Building
Regulations. The solution fully conformed with SEAI’s renewable
energy technologies requirement, greater than 10kWh/m²y.
Using carbon dioxide as a refrigerant gives the ECO CO2 a
further advantage over other vapour compression heat pumps on
the market that use potent greenhouse gasses as refrigerants.
Carbon dioxide, a natural substance, has a global warming
potential of 1 compared with several thousand for some HFC-based
refrigerants. It is therefore much more environmentally friendly.
In addition, due to the unique operating characteristics of carbon
dioxide, the ECO CO2 can deliver hot water at up to 65oC without
the use of an inefficient electric booster heater, required by
competing systems.
A number of makes and types of heating systems were
considered for the project. However, the Sanyo ECO CO2 
units were considered to deliver the greatest end-user and
environmental benefits in terms of efficiency, operating
temperatures and proven performance. 
The inverter-controlled systems – from 4.5 to 45kW capacity –
consist of an outdoor heat pump unit containing the compressor
and CO2 refrigerant circuit, which supplies hot water to a 
thermal store. 
The thermal store can vary in size according to system capacity.
The ability of the ECO CO2 to connect to third-party thermal stores
gives flexibility in application, and enables it to become part of a
complete integrated solution.
Stored water at 65°C can be used for domestic hot water or
washing and can be directly connected to radiators or an under
floor system for space heating. The system can also control
external devices such as wood burners, solar hot water systems,
and biomass boilers – enabling the creation of flexible so-called
bivalent systems for use in high efficiency, future-proof sustainable
buildings.
At the heart of the
system is Sanyo’s
ground-breaking carbon
dioxide-based
compressor, the world’s
first two-stage rotary
compressor operating on
R744. The compressor 
is engineered to
accommodate the high
working pressures
generated by carbon
dioxide. The whisper-
quiet unit operates at
45db(A) and is highly
compact, saving
significantly on the use 
of raw materials.
As bs news went to
press the units at the
Tallaght development
were being
commissioned prior to the first residents taking up occupation.
Domnick Ward of Crystal Air said: “It is an outstanding project and
makes full use of the exceptional capabilities and performance of
the ECO CO2 system. I have no doubt that, with energy prices
continuing to rise for the foreseeable future, the product could
become a mainstream solution.”
Brendan Keaveny of Keaveny Engineering Services said:
“Energy efficiency was a key aspect of the building specification.
Selection of the Sanyo solution enabled us not only to meet the
requirements but exceed them, and ensure a low-cost, high-quality
living environment for residents.” 30
Exterior view showing the Sanyo ECO CO2
heat pumps installed at the Respond! housing
project in Dublin.
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LPG installers
must be RGII
registered
The CER, RGII and the LPG industry have workedtogether since 2010 to prepare for the inclusion of LPG installers within the RGII scheme. 
Following public consultation, the CER published its decision
on the scope of Liquefied Petroleum (LP) Gas Works in April
2011. This paper outlined the CER’s intention to designate a
class of gas works as LP Gas works on 27 June 2011. 
What does this mean for LPG installers?
Since 27 June 2011 it is an offence for any individual who is 
not a Registered Gas Installer (RGI) to carry out LP Gas
Works. Penalty for non-compliance could result in fines of up 
to e15,000, and/or a prison term of up to three years on
conviction.
To become an LPG-registered gas installer you must meet
the requirements for registration as set out by RGII.
What are LP Gas Works?
LP Gas Works include the installation, removal, repair,
servicing, maintaining or replacement of an LPG fitting within
the scope of IS 813 or IS EN 1949.  
IS 813 is the Irish Standard for domestic gas installations,
while IS EN 1949 is the Irish Standard for the installation 
of LPG systems for habitation purposes in leisure
accommodation vehicles and other road vehicles such as
motor homes, caravans and mobile homes.
The inclusion of LPG installers in the RGII scheme is 
a positive move for both the industry and consumers. 
RGII has successfully run the RGII scheme since its
establishment in January 2009. The RGII scheme aims to
ensure that registered gas installers are competent, hold
certification in gas safety training, operate to the relevant
standards, use appropriate materials, hold adequate public
liability insurance and will certify work as safe. LPG installers
will be required to undergo audit and inspection and, in time,
ongoing competency assessment in the same manner as
domestic natural gas installers. 
LPG installers who have not yet registered should contact
RGII as soon as possible to discuss registration. Installers
should also familiarise themselves with the Criteria Document
cer08130v1.3 which can be found on the CER website:
www.cer.ie  31
As of Monday, 27 June 2011, LPG installers
now come within the scope of the regulatory
regime operated by the Register of Gas
Installers of Ireland (RGII).
Over the last three months the Association of Plumbing and
Heating Contractors of Ireland (APHCI) has conducted a
nationwide lobbying campaign on behalf of independent
installers with a view to establishing the following:
(1) A level playing field
(2) Access to finance on 
the gas bill
(3) Fairness in the grant 
scheme
(4) Clampdown on black 
economy.
Every single TD in the country has been personally
canvassed, along with all relevant ministers. These include 
Mr Pat Rabbitte, Minister for Communications, Energy &
Natural Resources, and Mr Richard Bruton, Minister for 
Jobs, Enterprise & Innovation.
Despite very strong and sustained representation to
Minister Rabbitte, he has steadfastly refused to meet with an
APHCI delegation. Instead he repeatedly replies with the same
message, the content of which clearly demonstrates that he
does not understand the core
issues.
An APHCI delegation has
also had a number of
meetings with SEAI officials,
and met with Mattie McGrath
TD as a member of the
independent TD grouping in
the Dail. 
In addition, APHCI
committee members have 
met with high-profile political
lobbyists, and are now in the process of assessing and
evaluating the advice given. A number of options are being
considered as a way of progressing the campaign further.
These include taking a case to Europe in relation to 
unfair and restrictive practices under Articles 85 & 86 
of the Treaty of Rome.
While at first sight it might appear that no progress is being
made on the serious issues affecting the viability and future
prosperity of independent domestic installers, the foregoing
clearly illustrates that a massive campaign has already been
undertaken. The fruits of that activity are slowly beginning to
pay dividends and, on foot of that, the time has come for
APHCI to revaluate the situation and devise the appropriate
strategy to move forward.
APHCI will continue to forge ahead on developing still
further the inroads made to date over the coming weeks.
However, given that we are now in the middle of the holiday
period, there is little point in convening general meetings until
the first week in September. Details of these meetings will 
be notified to all domestic installers well in advance to 
ensure the maximum turnout.  
APHCI considering 
appeal to Europe 
 
APHCI committee
members have met
with high-profile
political lobbyists,
and are now in the
process of assessing
and evaluating the
advice given
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Green Building 2011 at the RDS
bs news  July/August 2011
Green Building 2011, by PlanExpo – Ireland’s leading showcase for
innovation in the built environment – returns this autumn with a
comprehensive focus on the best products and technology for
sustainable design and energy efficiency. 
An invaluable resource for architects, engineers and the
wider built environment professions, Green Building 2011 will
present innovative solutions for zero carbon building, ranging
from renewable energy sources to a wide range of
construction products and methods. 
Green Building 2011 offers exhibitors a unique marketing
platform to showcase their products, both residential and
commercial, to a loyal annual attendance of building
professionals and end users. Seminars, practical
demonstrations and workshop sessions will make Green
Building 2011 a must visit as the centre for sustainable 
building in Ireland.
Opus Awards 
Now in its 12th year, the prestigious Opus Architectural &
Construction Awards honour the excellence of both the project
architect and contractor. Chairman of the 2011 judging panel is
Ciaran O’Connor, Assistant Principal Architect of the Office of
Public Works, joined by Noel Dowley, Roger Dunwoody,
Pearse Sutton, David Corrigan and Michael Allen. 
CPD Theatre
Introduced in 2010, the CPD Theatre was a successful
addition to the show, taking advantage of the strategic timing
within the CPD year, enabling visitors to pick up their much-
needed points. Only approved exhibitors were given the
opportunity to present these hourly sessions. A visit to 
Green Building also allows CPD points. 
Product Awards 
Visitors to Green Building 2011 come to seek new ideas and
solutions. The product awards showcase all that is best on
view and provide visitors with the ideal starting point on the
dedicated Product of the Show Awards stand. 
The judging panel is chaired by David Corrigan, Director 
of Axis Engineering, and includes Niall Meagher, Interactive
Project Managers; David Stanley, PJ Hegarty & Sons; 
Kevin O’Rourke, SEAI; Mark McCauley, Building Materials
Federation; David Patherbridge, RKD Architects, and Joe
Burns, Arup Consulting. 
Full details from: www.greenbuildingexpo.ie 32
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I was asked for feedback on a
company many years ago; specifically
I was asked to draw a picture that
would closely represent my feelings
on the performance of their product
development office.
Now, I am not a very good artist but
I managed to draw a round face. This
face had eyes, nose and a mouth…
and I added some hair just to make it
look nearly human. However, when
the feedback session was finished and
I was asked why my face had no ears,
my reply was … because your
product development people never
listen to your customers!
So that our business does not fall
into the same trap, we recently
created a short questionnaire and
conducted a survey among a sample
group of 1000
installers. I thought
it might be timely 
to share some
feedback we
received, and to highlight in particular
the common issues that emerged as
being the most important.
We asked two questions about
domestic gas boilers:
Q1: Which product features are most
important to installers?
Q2: What matters most to the
consumer?
Q1 responses clearly
demonstrate that the top 10 product
features selected by installers as
being most critical are:
First – Boiler reliability
Second – Access to remove 
components
Third – Choice of KW outputs
Fourth – Built-in pressure gauge
Fifth – High flow rates at 35oC
Sixth – Extensive flue options
Seventh – SEDBUK 2009 (>88%)
Eighth – Brass hydraulics
Nineth – Extended warranty
Tenth – One-piece pre-plumbing jib
Q2 responses list the most
important concerns that the
consumer has as follows:
First – Product reliability
Second – Reputation and awareness
Third – Ease of installation
Fourth – After-sales support and 
technical helpline
Fifth – Less hassle
It is clear from the survey findings
that boiler reliability is key for the
installer, and that it is also uppermost
in the consumer’s mind.
The importance of ease of
installation, ease of service and 
less hassle for the consumer is also
evident.
In addition, access to after-sales
support and a technical helpline is
equally important, particularly in the
present economic climate where
installers need to maximise their
successful hit rate.
While we obviously found this
exercise very rewarding and duly 
note the feedback, the findings have 
a clear message for all involved in 
the sector. 
bs news  July/August 2011
Remember … listen 
to the customer! by Paul Clancy, Managing Director, 
Potterton Myson Ireland.
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“Please, Ma’am – I’m running 
out of paper!”
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BTU travelled recently to Druids Glen in
Wicklow for its first outing this year. Incoming
President Tony Gillian and incoming Captain David
Harris both attended, while a total of 44 played golf 
on the day. The Eurofluid Match Play draw also took
place with the first 31 players, plus last year’s winner
Bryan Keaveny, qualifying. Playing off the back stakes
the course played long and tough but the weather
was fantastic, sunshine all day. Bryan Keaveny won 
the overall prize thanks to his good local knowledge. 
Perfect conditions
at Druids Glen
bs news  July/August 2011
BTU Golf News
New members welcome
Six new members have joined the BTU this year and further membership applications are being accepted.
Sponsors: Ideal Standard
Sponsors: Eurogas
Druids Glen – Overall winner Brendan Keaveny with BTU Captain
Dave Harris and Brian Molloy of sponsor Armitage Shanks.
Full results were as follows:
Overall winner: Bryan Keaveny, H14, 37pts.
Class 1: Class 2 Class 3
First: Kieron Ryan, H11, 30pts; First: Liam McDermott, H13, 30pts; First: Alan Kearney, H20, 26pts;
Second: Robert Kenny, H7, 29pts; Second: Tony O’Leary, H14, 28pts; Second: Tony Gillen, H19, 24pts;
Third: Conor Lennon, H12, 28pts. Third: Dave Cranston, H13, 27pts. Third: Brendan Sheehan, H25, 24pts.
Front Nine: Padraig Gillen;  Back Nine: Bernard Costelloe;  Visitor Prize: Matt Holt.
At Palmerstown House in Kildare the course
was in fantastic condition and, while the weather 
was kind overall, it was a bit breezy with intermittent
showers. The meal in the Morrell Room provided
excellent fare while the presentation of prizes brought
the day to a perfect end.  
Breezy at
Palmerstown House  
Full results were as follows:
Overall winner: Brendan Bracken, H13, 37pts (won on last six holes).
Class 1: Class 2 Class 3
First: Robert Kenny, H8, 37pts; First: Seamus Kiernan, H14, 32pts; First: Brendan Coghlan, H25, 32pts;
Second: Mick Matthews, H10, 37pts; Second: Vincent Broderick, H13, 32pts; Second: Des Bingley, H20, 32pts;
Third: Kieron Ryan, H10, 34pts. Third: Bernard Costelloe, H16, 32pts. Third: Stephen Martin, H23, 31pts.
Front Nine: Martin Keogh ; Back Nine: Dermot Ryan ; Visitor Prize: Jimmy Sadler.
Palmerstown House – Des Prendergast of sponsor Eurogas with
Stephen Martin and Dave Harris, BTU Captain.
34
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Following the success of the bio-liquid trials in Norfolk 
in the UK, OFTEC is now testing a 70/30 bio liquid mix in 
public sector housing in partnership with the Northern Ireland
Housing Executive. The first two homes were converted in
March 2011 to run on a 70/30 bio mix. The homes are part of
the NIHE heating upgrade programme and were previously
heated with solid fuel. 
David Blevings, OFTEC Ireland Manager said: “The
installations were straightforward and were completed by 
HEAT on behalf of the NIHE. The new condensing boilers 
have been fitted with bio-friendly burners and oil lines and 
were commissioned to run on the bio mix. The project will be
monitored over a two-year period and the results will
complement the existing data and prove that bio-liquids 
provide a drop-in renewable solution for the oil-fired sector”. 
In addition to the bio fuel, both homes benefitted from
insulation upgrades, separate hot water, two heating zones,
TRV’s and cylinder thermostats.
“The homes have been substantially improved in terms 
of thermal efficiency and a pre and post energy performance
certificate demonstrated an energy saving of over 50% in 
the first converted property”, said David.
Bio-liquid trials are an important part of the oil sector’s future
to demonstrate that the approximately one million oil-fired
households in Ireland can use a renewable fuel successfully
with a low initial cost for bio-friendly components, and a low
annual subsidy. Part of this process will involve a political and
press campaign by OFTEC to persuade the government that a
Renewable Heat Incentive subsidy should be introduced in
Ireland similar to the RHI introduced in the UK. 
“At a recent meeting with the Department of Communications,
Energy and Natural Resources, OFTEC proposed that bio-
liquids should be eligible for payments along with other
renewable fuels in any future subsidy scheme”, added David.
Commenting on the news, OFTEC Director Jeremy 
Hawksley said: “Bio-liquids will provide existing and new 
heating fuel users with a viable alternative to 100% fossil fuels
at a modest cost, and should ensure the long-term future for 
the oil heating market in the Ireland”. 
OFTEC and Government estimates show that carbon
emissions from the B30K fuel will be 28% lower than emissions
from a traditional heating oil and similar to those of natural gas
which makes the B30 mix more environmentally friendly. 
OFTEC members involved in this, and future-planned trials,
include Harlequin, Riello, Titan, Warmflow and EMO Oil for
storing, mixing and distributing the mix.
To view more details on the bio-liquid trial and keep up to date
on progress please log on to: http://oftecbiofuel.blogspot.com/
For further information email jimmy@hsg.ie  
The reality of a bio-liquid for oil heating has moved a step closer following
the announcement that OFTEC is publishing a provisional fuel specification
for a bio-liquid blend. The new B30K fuel will be a mix of 30% FAME bio-fuel
and 70% kerosene, and can be used on existing oil heating appliances with
very few system modifications.
Opportunities for bio-liquids in Ireland 
At the first bio-liquid trial site in Moneyrea were Jason
Cassels, Warmflow; David Blevings, OFTEC Ireland
Manager; Paul McGuckian, OFTEC Technician; and Mickey
Tolan, HEAT.
Burner and heat exchanger after three months on test site. 35
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36
back issuesTo meter or not? 
Now that the Government has
learned that the original e500
million estimate to install
domestic water meters could be
as much as three times that
figure, it is understandable that
there is confusion as to how to
proceed from here.
Some experts argue that
installing meters will deliver only
a 10% saving on consumption
and suggest greater savings
could be achieved by spending
available resources on
repairing/replacing the country’s
crumbling mains network.
Either way, the uncertainty
means something of a stalemate
for product suppliers and
installers who made plans to
enter the business in anticipation
of an early Government roll-out
of the scheme.
Modernism triumphs at London Olympics
In what is seen as a dramatic victory for modernist architecture
over traditionalist styles, all of the main building projects associated
with the forthcoming London Olympics are truly avant garde.
A major row has now erupted between the champions of
modernist and classical architecture in the UK with the latter feeling
very hard done by and the former literally gloating at the fact that
they have so blatently won the day.
Our very own Dublin-based Heneghan Peng has made a major
contribution to the debate with its sinuous complex of footbridges
between the aquatics centre and the main stadium.
Solar Power Showcase 
The UK's largest solar rooftop array has just been
commissioned at a plastics firm in Suffolk. The 7000 solar
panels installed have a capacity of 1.65MW and cover the area
of two and a half soccer pitches. 
The warehouse, for plastic packaging manufacturer
Promens, will be nearly 100% powered by its own solar array,
making it far greener
than other facilities
relying on grid-delivered
electricity derived from
other sources. 
Finance for the
development came
from many small
investors in a fund
managed by Octopus
Investments, and the
installation was
constructed by
Gropotec. It is 
managed by
Lightsource Renewable
Energy.
Stars of energy
efficiency  
The Government’s grant
scheme for home energy
efficiency has received the
prestigious Stars of Energy
Efficiency award from the US-
based energy coalition Alliance
to Save Energy for its success
in improving the energy
efficiency of Irish homes. 
The Alliance to Save Energy 
is an international coalition of
prominent business,
government, environmental and
consumer leaders who promote
the efficient and clean use of
energy worldwide to benefit
consumers, the environment,
economy and national security. 
The Stars of Energy
Efficiency Awards have been
presented annually since 1973
by the Alliance to individuals and
organisations who have strived
to advance energy efficiency.
The Government’s Better
Energy Homes (formerly Home
Energy Saving) scheme is the
only non-US initiative to receive
an award this year. It will be
presented at an event in
Washington this coming
October.
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IRISH METAL INDUSTRIES:
TUBE WITH BUILT IN QUALITY
WHEN QUALITY AND RELIABILITY COUNT, 
SPECIFY TUBE FROM IRISH METAL INDUSTRIES
Thousands of properties in Ireland have a built-in quality 
product – copper plumbing tube from Irish Metal
Industries. With its 25 year guarantee and carrying either 
the Irish Standard Mark or BSi Kitemark, our tube offers 
you proven and trouble-free service, year after year.
You can rely on Irish Metal Industries tube – so ask for
it by name.
Irish Metal Industries Ltd
Cronin House, Damastown Industrial Park,
Mulhuddart, Dublin 15
t: 01 - 809 7028
f: 01 - 809 7001
e: conor.lennon@irishmetalindustries.com
www.irishmetalindustries.com
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Pressurisation & Water Quality  Balancing & Control  Thermostatic Control ENGINEERING ADVANTAGE 
To find out what they are and how to obtain the best indoor climate at the 
lowest possible energy cost through effective system design, come to our 
next event at the Gresham Hotel in Dublin on the 29th of September.
Hosted by the TA Hydronic College – this seminar is not to be missed!
For more information go to our website www.tahydronics.co.uk, call us at 
01582 866 377 or email marketing.uk@tahydronics.com
There are three keys to 
perfect hydronic control
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